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Air-sea CO2 Flux  
estimated from
Obs pCO2 and SSTs

Blue = ocean uptake
Red = outgassing

Park et al. 2010, Tellus

Estimates of 
interannual 
Variability in air-sea 
CO2 flux
1982-2007

High variability regions 
are  equatorial and 
high latitudes
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Carbon Cycle & High-Latitude Oceans

• Cold (higher CO2 solubility), 
• deep water formation but also outcrop regions 

(Southern Ocean), 
• high primary production/biological pump (Arctic)

– Biological activity accounts for greatest uncertainty in 
marine CO2 uptake

• Strong seasonality, dramatic climate change 
• Sea ice
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§ CO2 exchange is complicated by brine chemistry and ice biology
§ Sea Ice BGC exchanges aerosols/gases that brighten clouds
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E3SMv1.1 sea ice-ocean eco-dynamic interactions
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MPAS-O BGC also includes inorganic carbonate chemistry, phosphate, 
zooplankton, sinking detrital pools, diazotrophs and coccolithophores
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Sea ice algal chla (mg/m2)

(Gradinger et al. 2012)

Meiners (2013) 

Julian Day

Julian Day

Last 30 years of historical and 
constant forcing runs (1980-2006)

E3SMv1.1-BGC phase I 
simulation campaign



Arctic vs. Antarctic

• Bottom Communities
• High porosity skeletal layer
(strong gravity drainage fluxes)
• Meltponds 

• Freeboard and Interior Communities
• Higher salinities and porosities in 

interior
• Snow loading and flooding

NOAA R. Cullather
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The vertical location of  algae in the ice column  is a response 
to the bio-physical state/history of the sea ice 
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Supports 
consideration 
of radiative 
feedbacks 



SOUTHERN OCEAN                       ARCTIC          



Bias in chl-a vertical profile in the Southern Ocean

Global model bias 
points to:

1. Vertical Resolution, 
too diffusive

2. Snow loading 
parameterization 
(snow porosity)

3. Direct flooding to 
the surface via 
Macro-porosity

Can cherry pick locations to see the desired behavior
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Net Primary 
Production 
(PP)  (mgC/m2/d)

ARCTIC

SOUTHERN OCEAN

OBS (Leu et al. 2002)

OBS (Arrigo et al. 2010)PP is an Inorganic 
to organic carbon 
flux = 
Rate X Biomass



What’s wrong in the Arctic?
Light? Nutrients? Sea ice processes? 
Biochemical assumptions?

Consider the polar climate state as it 
pertains to sea ice algae

monthly mean sea ice extent, ocean surface 
nutrients and light incident on the ice surface 
in simulations and observations è

maximal bound for ice algal growth rate
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Annual mean bound for algal growth rate

(Woa09, CORE 2)

µmax
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Why?  Nitrate surface biases
(a) Model Based                                (a) Observation Based
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How does this metric compare to net 
Arctic sea ice Primary Production?

In reality and in the model,  snow  and ice thickness will contribute to  light limitation.
Sea ice growth and melt rates contribute to nutrient limitation

Model Max Algal Growth 
Bound             

~6 TgC/y
~60 TgC/y
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Lessons Learned
• Low biases in Arctic sea ice PP are problematic, but they are 

consistent with surface nitrate biases. A regression estimate 
suggests improved ocean nitrate could increase Arctic algal PP 
values from ~6 to 60 TgC/y. Past estimates (20-70 TgC/y)

• Modelled sea ice chlorophyll values are reasonable both 
column integrated and profile concentrations. Is this a good 
thing in the Arctic given the PP biases?

• It’s easier to model chlorophyll because it’s a result of fluxes in 
(Primary production, ocean to ice) and fluxes out (mortality, 
grazing, and ice to ocean) 

• Still work to do in simulating and understanding Southern 
ocean upper ice communities
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